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QUESTION 1

A team of Database Specialists is currently investigating performance issues on an Amazon RDS for MySQL DB
instance and is reviewing related metrics. The team wants to narrow the possibilities down to specific database wait
events to better understand the situation. 

How can the Database Specialists accomplish this? 

A. Enable the option to push all database logs to Amazon CloudWatch for advanced analysis 

B. Create appropriate Amazon CloudWatch dashboards to contain specific periods of time 

C. Enable Amazon RDS Performance Insights and review the appropriate dashboard 

D. Enable Enhanced Monitoring will the appropriate settings 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_PerfInsights.Enabling.html
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/performance-insights/ https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/database/tuning-amazon-rds-for-
mysql-with-performance-insights/ 

 

QUESTION 2

A Database Specialist must create a read replica to isolate read-only queries for an Amazon RDS for MySQL DB
instance. Immediately after creating the read replica, users that query it report slow response times. 

What could be causing these slow response times? 

A. New volumes created from snapshots load lazily in the background 

B. Long-running statements on the master 

C. Insufficient resources on the master 

D. Overload of a single replication thread by excessive writes on the master 

Correct Answer: A 

snapshot is lazy loaded If the volume is accessed where the data is not loaded, the application accessing the volume
encounters a higher latency than normal while the data gets loaded https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whatsnew/2019
/11/amazon-ebs-fast-snapshot-restore-eliminates-need-for-prewarming-data-into-volumes-created-snapshots/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A Database Specialist is planning to create a read replica of an existing Amazon RDS for MySQL Multi-AZ DB instance.
When using the AWS Management Console to conduct this task, the Database Specialist discovers that the source
RDS DB instance does not appear in the read replica source selection box, so the read replica cannot be created. 

What is the most likely reason for this? 
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A. The source DB instance has to be converted to Single-AZ first to create a read replica from it. 

B. Enhanced Monitoring is not enabled on the source DB instance. 

C. The minor MySQL version in the source DB instance does not support read replicas. 

D. Automated backups are not enabled on the source DB instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

>Your source DB instance must have backup retention enabled. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/APIReference/API_CreateDBInstanceRe adReplica.html
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/features/read-replicas/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A large IT hardware manufacturing company wants to deploy a MySQL database solution in the AWS Cloud. The
solution should quickly create copies of the company\\'s production databases for test purposes. The solution must
deploy the test databases in minutes, and the test data should match the latest production data as closely as possible.
Developers must also be able to make changes in the test database and delete the instances afterward. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Leverage Amazon RDS for MySQL with write-enabled replicas running on Amazon EC2.Create the test copies using
a mysqidump backup from the RDS for MySQL DB instances and importing them into the new EC2 instances. 

B. Leverage Amazon Aurora MySQL. Use database cloning to create multiple test copies of the production DB clusters. 

C. Leverage Amazon Aurora MySQL. Restore previous production DB instance snapshots into new test copies of
Aurora MySQL DB clusters to allow them to make changes. 

D. Leverage Amazon RDS for MySQL. Use database cloning to create multiple developer copies of the production DB
instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The Development team recently executed a database script containing several data definition language (DDL) and data
manipulation language (DML) statements on an Amazon Aurora MySQL DB cluster. The release accidentally deleted
thousands of rows from an important table and broke some application functionality. This was discovered 4 hours after
the release. Upon investigation, a Database Specialist tracked the issue to a DELETE command in the script with an
incorrect WHERE clause filtering the wrong set of rows. 

The Aurora DB cluster has Backtrack enabled with an 8-hour backtrack window. The Database Administrator also took
a manual snapshot of the DB cluster before the release started. The database needs to be returned to the correct state
as quickly as possible to resume full application functionality. Data loss must be minimal. How can the Database
Specialist accomplish this? 

A. Quickly rewind the DB cluster to a point in time before the release using Backtrack. 

B. Perform a point-in-time recovery (PITR) of the DB cluster to a time before the release and copy the deleted rows from
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the restored database to the original database. 

C. Restore the DB cluster using the manual backup snapshot created before the release and change the application
configuration settings to point to the new DB cluster. 

D. Create a clone of the DB cluster with Backtrack enabled. Rewind the cloned cluster to a point in time before the
release. Copy deleted rows from the clone to the original database. 

Correct Answer: A 
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